
GRANITE SCHOOL 
DISTRICT
Destination  . . . 

for those who dream . . . 
who reach for the stars . . .



THREE TOPICS

Poverty

Leadership

Growth



POVERTY





A WHOLE NEW WORLD

 Hired to Granite in 1996
 new Department of Educational Equity

 Assigned to visit all schools, talk about changes in our 
“clients”

 Granger Elementary:
 Who’s been here more than 20 years (1976)?

 Have the kids changed?

 Today:
 Who’s been here more than 20 years (1997)?

 Have the kids changed?



POVERTY

 Rates have held steady for decades:
 A child raised in poverty comes to kindergarten with a functional 

vocabulary of 600 words.

 A peer not in poverty comes to kindergarten with a functional 
vocabulary of 2000 words.

 Not about intelligence but opportunity and exposure



OTHER IMPLICATIONS: 
HIDDEN CLASS RULES

Generational Poverty Middle Class
Decisions made for survival Decisions made for achievement

The “world” is defined locally, by 
personal experience

The “world” is defined nationally 
and beyond

Conflict is resolved by physical 
fighting

Fighting is done verbally

Food is valued for quantity Food is valued for quality



MORE “POVERTY” RULES

 Laugh when disciplined: a way to save face

 Value to the group: ability to entertain

 Destiny and fate govern: external locus of control



WHAT ARE WE TO DO?

 If kids haven’t learned middle class 
behavioral/attitudinal expectations, how can we 
teach . . . ?
 the kids

 the expectations

 20 years ago most of our schools had enough peers 
not in poverty that expectations would rub off.
 no longer the case in many classrooms across district



INITIATIVES

 Granite investing heavily in different behavior-related pilots; will 
continue to do so
 similar to1996, need to do the same: help educators work with different student 

populations
 BUT . . . 

 We can’t allow ourselves to focus exclusively on socio-emotional learning. 
 We address socio-emotional learning to facilitate our REAL WORK: academic 

learning.
 Everybody’s wish: that we had all the answers (working on it)
 Many go to related conferences; share what you learn: what 

works/what doesn’t
 What we MUST NOT do: blame children of poverty for their 

circumstances and lower our expectations for or of them

“Some will argue equity conflicts with liberty. But it’s not 
liberty when the happenstance of birth binds a child to 
a life of limited possibilities. True liberty is being able to 
take our lives as far as our drive and talent allow.”

John B. King, Jr. (former Secretary of Education)



DEFICIT THINKING

 No such thing as a “culture of poverty” 
 differences in values, behaviors among poor just as great as those 

between poor and wealthy
 Myth of a "culture of poverty" distracts from dangerous culture 

that does exist - culture of classism 
 leads well-intentioned into low expectations for low-income students 
 makes teachers fear most powerless students 
 diverts attention from what people in poverty do have in common: 

inequitable access to basic human rights
 Deficit theory in education: defining students by their weaknesses 

rather than their strengths
 Consider how own class biases affect interactions with and 

expectations of students



LEADERSHIP



THE FUTURE REQUIRES UNLEARNING

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N7MfbCWHRto

 17 years for best practice to be adopted

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N7MfbCWHRto


THINGS WE KNOW: ARE WE DOING 
THEM?

 Standards and Objectives
 Are we following the scope and sequence externally 

demonstrated to prepare kids for college and work entry 
expectations?

 Are we teaching the text?
 Are we using the lesson plans we’ve perfected over 

decades, or our favorite lessons?
 Homework

 Are we using homework as independent practice?
 Are we using homework to give us scores to base grades on?
 Are we using homework to teach things we didn’t get to?



THINGS WE KNOW: ARE WE DOING 
THEM?

 Grading
 Are grades based on mastery and proficiency of standards?

 Are grades based on cans of green beans for the food drive?

 Hattie’s Research
 Do kids (and their parents and teachers) know what they 

know and what they don’t know?

 Do kids know their trajectory?

 Do kids feel as though they own their own learning?



START WITH WHY

 https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=simon+sinek+how+grea
t+leaders+inspire+action&&view=detail&mid=FC7EBC8AC82FD97
55892FC7EBC8AC82FD9755892&&FORM=VDRVRV

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=simon+sinek+how+great+leaders+inspire+action&&view=detail&mid=FC7EBC8AC82FD9755892FC7EBC8AC82FD9755892&&FORM=VDRVRV


APPLE PARADIGM

 Why: In everything we do, we believe in challenging the 
status quo; we believe in thinking differently.

 How:  Our products are beautifully designed, easy to use, user 
friendly.

 What:  We happen to make computers; want to buy one?



APPLICATIONS

 Recruiting
 What: We recruit teachers.

 How: We post positions and go to job fairs.

 Why: We don’t want to have vacancies.

 Is that the WHY we use to pitch our district and 
schools?
 Work for us so we don’t have vacancies? Oh, and our pay 

and benefits are better than Jordan’s.

 There must be something more, something 
inspirational . . .



APPLICATIONS

 The Granite Way
 What: We follow the Granite Way.

 How: We use the outline on the back of our business cards.

 Why: Martin’s been telling us to do it for several years.

 Is that going to motivate anyone?
 There must be something more . . .



APPLICATIONS

 School City
 What: We print School City reports.

 How: We do it like Rob’s folks have taught us.

 Why: Martin’s coming to visit in a few weeks and will want to 
talk about them.

 Is that going to motivate anyone?
 There must be something more…



START WITH WHY

 What was Apple’s Why?
 In everything we do, we believe in challenging the status quo, we 

believe in thinking differently.

 And we happen to make computers.

 We do lots of things; we’re committed to lots of things. Why?
 What is your personal Why?
 What is the Why of those you lead?
 What is our collective Granite Why?



MY WHYS

 My mother was a refugee.
 bombed out of her house as a child

 fled Soviet Union empty-handed as a young woman

 My father dropped out of high school.
 principal noticed and did home visit

 developed first SEOP in 1956



MY WHYS

 This background shapes how I see the world

 I believe the future is bright and that I can affect it positively.

 I deliberately chose this profession as the best fit for my Why. 

 Listen to the words here, wearing two hats simultaneously: be a 
school child and be a classroom teacher:
 https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=i+believe+the+children+are+our+future&&view=detail&mid=29

3A09EFA02B474239E4293A09EFA02B474239E4&&FORM=VDRVRV

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=i+believe+the+children+are+our+future&&view=detail&mid=293A09EFA02B474239E4293A09EFA02B474239E4&&FORM=VDRVRV


SO AGAIN…

 What is your personal Why?

 What is the Why of those you lead?

 What is our collective Granite Why?

 I don’t reflect well on command, and don’t expect 
you to either, but before we move on, take a couple 
of minutes and think/talk about these questions with 
peers.



GRANITE’S WHY

 We believe that all children can learn at high levels.

 We are the only professionals with the mission and 
expertise to make this happen.



GROWTH



DEFINING THE WIN

 Granite philosophy: It’s all about growth.

 Focus on MGP












PROFICIENCY 
VS. GROWTH CHARTS



PROFICIENCY 
VS. GROWTH CHARTS



DEFINING THE WIN

 Utah System of Higher Education (USHE) Report: graduating class 
of 2015, all students

 While report is broken out by high school, it is not a high school 
report; it is a network report.



DEFINING THE WIN

The WIN is growth.



BRIGHT SPOTS

 Graduation rate up markedly district and statewide each of last 
five years.

 Utah 8th graders lead nation, and 4th graders ranked 8th in 
science in 2015.

 Utah high school students 8th of 18 states who test 100% of 11th

graders on ACT.
 Granite is international leader in Dual Language Immersion.
 Challenges notwithstanding, federal State Department regularly 

sends international groups to Granite to learn how we work with 
refugees.



WORK YET TO DO

 This year’s school visits will center around six reports:
 School Grade report (summative)
 PACE/SFAR report (summative)
 School City reports (formative)

 utilization

 pre/post benchmark scores 

 Teacher MGP report
 At-risk student report (in real time)
 School profile (in real time)



WORK YET TO DO

 Our discussions will include the following:
 What the reports tell us

 What the reports don’t tell us

 Instructional decisions the data suggest



FOR SUCH A TIME AS THIS

 There has never been a more exciting time to be in this, the greatest 
of professions!

 I’m so proud to be in this with all of you.

 With an internal locus of control, Let’s Make It a Great Year!
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